
 
 
 
 

 

Wellington Primary School                                                                                                               

The Intent, Implementation and Impact of our Mathematics Curriculum 

 

We aim to provide a high-quality mathematics education with a mastery approach so that all children: 

• become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics; 

• reason mathematically; 

• can solve problems by applying their mathematics.  

 

INTENT 

Formative assessment is used to inform grouping for each lesson or group of lessons by elicitation at the start of lessons and/or a block of lessons. This is 

designed to challenge prior knowledge and measure understanding of current objectives.  

After elicitation, responses are used to differentiate questions and provide a basis for discussion of methods and relative efficiency. This facilitates movement 

towards a learning objective. During whole class learning, children demonstrate solutions and questioning to lead discussion of these solutions. 

All children have opportunities for: 

• reasoning within every maths lesson. This is through questioning, maths talk, practical application of objectives and carefully designed tasks 

• learning and practising basic maths skills and known facts daily 

• discussion based around misconceptions and exploration of thought-provoking mathematical concepts, removing artificial ceilings on understanding 

By the end of Key Stage 1 pupils should: 

• develop confidence and mental fluency with whole numbers, counting and place value 

• use numerals, words and the four operations, with foundations based in practical resources 

• recognise, describe, draw, compare and sort different shapes and use the related vocabulary 
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• use a range of measures to describe and compare different quantities such as length, mass, capacity/volume, time and money 

• know the number bonds to 20 and be precise in using and understanding place value 

• read and spell mathematical vocabulary at a level consistent with their reading and spelling knowledge 

By the end of Lower Key Stage 2 pupils should: 

• be increasingly fluent with whole numbers and the four operations, including number facts and the concept of place value 

• develop written and mental method of calculation accurately with increasingly large whole numbers and begin to choose the most appropriate and 

efficient method(s) 

• develop their ability to solve a range of problems, including with simple fractions and decimal place value  

• analyse shapes and their properties, and confidently describe the relationships between them 

• use measuring instruments with accuracy and make connections between measure and number 

• have memorised their multiplication tables up to and including the 12 multiplication table, showing increasing precision and fluency 

• read and spell mathematical vocabulary correctly and confidently at a level consistent with their reading and spelling knowledge 

By the end of Key Stage 2 pupils should: 

• extend their understanding of the number system and place value to include larger integers 

• be fluent in written methods for all four operations, including long multiplication and division, and in working with fractions, decimals and percentages 

• develop the connections made between multiplication and division with fractions, decimals, percentages and ratio 

• develop their ability to solve a wider range of problems, including increasingly complex properties of numbers and arithmetic, and problems demanding 

efficient written and mental methods of calculation 

• begin to use the language of algebra as a means for representing and solving a variety of problems 

• have an increasing knowledge of geometry, measures and shape, consolidating knowledge developed in number  

• read and spell mathematical vocabulary correctly and confidently at a level consistent with their reading and spelling knowledge 

 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Reception and Year 1 has 1 hour 5 minutes timetables maths time each day. This is broken down into: 

• 50 minutes – mathematics  

• 10 minutes – calculation  

• 5 minutes – known facts 
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Year 2 and KS2 has 1 hour and 20 minutes timetabled maths time each day. This is broken down into: 

• 55 minutes – mathematics  

• 15 minutes – calculation  

• 10 minutes – known facts 

Teachers plan lessons based on the yearly overviews and small steps with consolidation of previous objectives and progression through current year group 

objectives. Teaching is designed to build on content they have been taught and integrate new knowledge into larger concepts.  
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Daily maths lessons 

Lesson structure has been carefully designed to meet the needs of our children, moving them on in their learning. This approach has developed the subject 

knowledge of staff in all year groups. There is a particular focus on questioning, pupil engagement and use of misconceptions as a teaching tool. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Context problem

•Elicitiation remains key

Discussion of children's 
solutions

•After elicitiation, responses are 
used to differentiate questions 
and provide a basis for 
discussion of methods and 
relative efficiency, and 
movement towards the LO.

•Children to demonstrate 
solutions and questioning to lead 
discussion of these solutions

Whole class learning 

•Children guided torwards 
planned learning through 
analysis of partitally complete 
solutions, seleceted and/or pre-
planned misconceptions, etc.

•Basis of this is questioning, 
discussion and identification and 
correction of misconceptions 
rather than teacher 
demonstration, providing clear 
and direct feedback.

Guided/whole class practice

•Practice examples as above 

•Differentiation can occur here -
tracking back to relevant, and 
linked, EYOs where necessary

Independent tasks

•3 levels of task: P, W and D 
(sometimes with the addition of 
an SEN task)

•Tasks are designed to provide an 
approriate entry point and move 
children on in their learning e.g. 
through planned reasoning and 
problem solving such as varied 
fluency from WRM

•P tasks build on previous 
objectives and scaffold towards 
current EYO

•W tasks contain elements of 
reasoning

•D tasks contain opportunities for 
development of understanding 
through application (practising in 
different ways)

•Sometimes tracking back to 
relevant, and linked, EYOs for 
SEN children will need to take 
place

•Appropriate apparatus should 
always be available
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Calculation 

Sessions focus on the four operations. This ensures that number objectives are revisited frequently throughout the year, encouraging children to remember in 

the long term the content they have been taught. It allows children to practise methods using examples such as working models and part completed methods, 

with focus on efficiency. This is not limited to formal written methods.  

Teachers plan sessions based on the following format: 
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Yes
Mixed calculations from 

current year group

No
Are you currently teaching 

addition, subtraction, 
multiplication or division?

Yes
Consolidate skills from 

previous lessons (this leads 
into corrections)

I will be next week

Consolidate skills from 
previous year group (in lead up 

to starting block)

Pick an objective already 
covered to revisit

No

Pick an objective already 
covered to revisit

Cover skill from previous year 
group
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Known facts 

In year 1: 

Five times a week, children are conceptually taught addition and subtraction facts and supported to make and use the relationships and links within addition and 

subtraction so that they the ability to rapidly recall their ‘number bonds within first 10 and then 20’.  

Three times a week, children are tested on their number bond knowledge.  

For year 2 upwards: 

Twice a week, children are conceptually taught multiplication facts and supported to make and use the relationships and links within multiplication so that they 

the ability to rapidly recall their multiplication facts.  

Three times a week, children are tested on their times table knowledge in line with their current year group.  

Foci for all year groups include: 

• counting in multiples 

• rolling tables 

• practising times table facts at home and school 

• Times Tables Rock Stars 

 

Teacher development 

Intensive staff training has taken place to develop teachers’ knowledge and understanding of the curriculum and of teaching pedagogy. This has included: 

• CPD – sessions in: task design, calculation, times tables, lesson structure, use of apparatus, misconceptions 

• In-class support, including team teaching and model lessons 

• Feedback from observations, book looks, etc. 

• Planning support 

• Access to resources including teaching assistants 
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IMPACT 

We measure this through: 

• tracking 

• pupil progress meetings 

• teacher assessment/ targets 

• marking and feedback 

• assessment results and result analysis 

• formative assessments throughout lessons 

• summative assessment at the end of each unit  

• anecdotal evidence and evidence from teacher reflective practice 

• Monitoring of pupil work and lessons 

 

 

Observations of teaching and learning show: 

• engaged learners 

• children and teachers less interested in the answer and more in strategies 

• confident children willing to ‘have-a-go’, showing resilience and self-motivation 

• active learning and dialogue between adults and children and between peers 

• a variety of representations of calculations  

• collaborative learning with opportunities for maths talk with peers 

• open ended questioning and exploration of objectives 

• investigative approaches embedded within lessons 

• targeted use of adults in the classroom, including focus groups 

 


